Limbe, Cameroon 2021
HTIGlobal a helicopter technical training company based in Texas,
with a global presence in all continents, has accomplished a land mark in Cameroon.
HTIGlobal has been the first company to do a Bell 412 Field Maintenance Course in
this country and instruct the Special Forces, BIR, in Limbe Cameroon.
We were honored to be chosen by Nordend and the Elite
Squadron that maintains the Bell 412 fleet of BIR (Btaillon d'Intervention Rapide) in
Cameroon.
We trained their Cameroonian military technicians and we also
did On Job Training.
This group of 13 technicians demonstrated great interests in learning and in the
helicopter maintenance processes.
The Cameroon Maintenance Squadron is in charge of
maintaining the flee of 4 Bell 412EP in optimum conditions for all kinds of missions
and locations.
We at HTIGlobal are very thankful to Nordned, the Cameroonian
Government, and the Military Agency to have chosen us for this technical training
“Bell 412 Series Field Maintenance Course”.
We give special thanks to Colonel Didier Tjeck, and Colonel Henri
Belinga from Camerronian Special Forces B.I.R.
At HTIGlobal we offer many different courses including Overhaul
of Bell 205, 212, 412 and Huey2. We also offer AW 139, Airbus AS350 Series, BO
105, BK 117 Series including the H145, Airbus 130 and 135, Honeywell 101 and T53,
Pratt & Whitney PT6T-3Series. We conduct training in English, Bahasa Indonesian
and Spanish. We also offer technical advice for different helicopters companies.

We are a small but powerful company where the instructors are
enthusiastic, and in love with the helicopter maintenance profession, and who like to teach
other technicians in all corners of the earth.
We go wherever you are to train you; we support you, and we care
about your training requirements.
The care for our customers is at the top of our list, right there with the
excellence of our courses.
Contact us, you will enjoy and learn with our top-notch instructors!

